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Objective

To create a valuable product that can be 
licensed

• From academia to industry
• From small company to large company

Technology transfer and the scientific team need 
to work closely together to achieve this objective.



Key Steps to Achieving a Good 
Licensing Deal

• Pick the right project to work on 
• Protect intellectual property strategically
• Monitor competition and develop a unique 

selling point
• Design excellent marketing materials
• Select target customers wisely
• Value the product realistically
• Pursue potential licensees diligently
• Sell the product well in personal meetings
• Negotiate efficiently and fairly



Chemists can help at all these 
stages

Work in partnership with the 
rest of the scientific team and your 

technology transfer office



Pick the Right Project to Work On

• What is the competition?
• What is the likelihood of chemical 

success?
• What is the likelihood of commercial 

success?
Technology Transfer offices need help 
from the scientific team to work all this out.
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Protect Intellectual Property 
Strategically

• What is the patent budget
• When are you likely to partner

These are important questions for technology transfer 
offices.

• When should we drop patents
• How much can we get in one patent
• How late can we patent (publications!)

A university strategy is very different from a large 
company’s strategy



Monitor Competition and Develop a 
Unique Selling Point

The chemists can really help here. You 
know your molecules – you know why they 
are better.

• Toxicity
• Synthetic route
• Solubility
• Solid patent position (chance of grant)



Design Excellent Marketing 
Materials

• Project List
• Flyer
• Confidential Data Pack
• Presentation

Chemists should review these documents 
carefully not just for scientific accuracy but 
from the point of view of a customer







Select target customers wisely

Help the technology transfer team. Tell 
them who is active in the field. A company 
with a programme in this area may still be 
interested in buying yours (if it is better)

Do you know any particular likes and 
dislikes of possible customers



Value the Product 
Realistically

How much work will your licensee have to do to 
get the product to market? – cost and time.
What is the chance that the product will fail in 
development?
What is the likely market size?
What is the patent life?
What have other similar deals achieved?
Chemists can help The Technology Transfer 
office understand all the variables here



Pursue Potential Licensees 
Diligently

Technology Transfer offices are often very 
busy but a classic mistake in selling is to 
let a lead go cold.

Keep Nagging





Sell the Product Well in Personal 
Meetings

Should the Scientists be there?
Why not? 

Remember we are selling the product not 
the university.
Do you want to collaborate or just do an 
arms length licence?



Negotiate Efficiently and Fairly 
The Licensee and the TTO needs to 

know:

Do you still want to research on the technology?
Who has rights to improvements?
What are your publication expectations
Do you intend to research in competing areas?
Who are the other stakeholders?
Any contaminating MTAs?
To do any a good deal be very clear up front 
what your requirements are.
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